
Quick installation guide

Main unit/front camera installation

Rear camera installation

Connecting power cable

Position the front camera lens to be centered of the windshield

If the GPS signal is not received properly,
adjust the installation position of
the main unit or the navigation so that 
the distance between the main
unit and the navigation is 8" or more.

① Align the cradle with the connector on the main unit and 
     push it in until you hear a "click" sound.

② Be careful not to get fingerprints on the lens, 
    and remove the lens protective film.

① Remove the double-sided tape on the cradle.

② Attach at the designated position.

①  After removing unit from the cradle, 
    Please apply firm force to adhesive area.

After attaching main unit's adhesive holder to the 
rear glass surface,apply sufficient force and fix it firmly.

※Adjust the vertical camera angle properly.

Align the product on the cradle, slide and press it completely
until it clicks to lock

Remove the cradle adhesive and the protective 
film from the camera lens.

Connect one connector of the rear camera cable to the 
front camera CAM1 / CAM2 terminal located at the top of the unit.

The fuse box is usually located under the dashboard
of driver's seat.

※Fuse box location may vary by vehicle type. 
   Please refer to the owner's manual supplied with the vehicle.

Connect the other end of the rear camera cable to the 
rear camera input terminal.

After adjusting angle of the unit up and down,turn the tighten 
with screw lightly to fix it.

※Do not fully tighten the cradle screws. After connecting the cable, 
   check the camera lens angle and readjust it as necessary.
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DC-IN

Open the fuse box and use the tester to 
locate one B+, ACC terminal and remove each fuse.

※① B+ fuse : Consistent Power source
   ② ACC fuse : Accessory power source
   ③ GND : Connect to the (-) terminal.

- Be sure to check the B +, ACC and GND label on the cable 

Connect the B+ power cable to the DC-IN input terminal 
of themain unit. 
Start the car to check if the main unit operates properly
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